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I.

Introduction

Improving Search and Discovery of Digital Resources Using Topic Modeling is a research and
demonstration project that investigates how topic modeling can be applied to library and
museum collections to improve the user experience. The scope of material treated in the project
encompasses the subjects of art, architecture, and art history. The primary stakeholders are
faculty, researchers, and students working in these subjects, and the library and museum
personnel who provide services to support their work.
The research component of the project investigates strategies to improve the usefulness and
usability of topic models generated from metadata, full text, images, and tags contributed by
users. Topic models are evaluated directly and in user interfaces. The demonstration portion of
the project implements topic models in user interfaces to improve search and discovery. During
this reporting period, the team made progress in the following areas: topic evaluation,
application of topic modeling to content based image retrieval and organization, topic modeling
toolkit, user interface development, and user interface testing.
II.

Topic Evaluation

This period of the grant has produced significant research output in the form of three peer
reviewed research publications, including papers at: the top-ranked international conference for
digital libraries research, JCDL, (28% acceptance rate); the North American Chapter of the
Association for Computational Linguistics (NAACL HLT); and the Australasian Document
Computing Symposium where our paper won the Best Paper Award. These publications and
this exposure will provide a substantial opportunity to disseminate findings produced by the
project team, and increase visibility of our project.
All three of these works investigate usefulness and usability of topic models -- a key research
question for our grant.
In these publications, we discuss and explore how topic models could have a huge impact on
improving the ways users find and discover content in digital libraries and search interfaces,
through their ability to automatically learn and apply subject tags to each and every item in a
collection, including dynamically created virtual collections with disparate metadata. We point
out that much remains to be done to tap this potential, and empirically evaluate the true value of
a given topic model to humans.
In our JCDL paper, we sketch out some sub-tasks that we suggest pave the way towards this
goal, and present methods for assessing the coherence and interpretability of topics learned by
topic models. Our results (presented in all three papers) are based on large-scale user studies
conducted by our project team. Our user studies included over 70 human subjects evaluating
and scoring over 4000 topics learned from collections from a wide range of genres and
domains, including metadata records for visual resource collections at Yale and UMich, as well
as collections of books at Yale and UMich.
Our biggest contribution is that we devised a highly useful scoring model based on pointwise
mutual information of word-pairs using Wikipedia and Google as external data sources. We
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showed how this scoring model performs well at predicting human scores. This automated
scoring of topics is an important first step to integrating topic modeling into digital libraries. We
also sketch out a roadmap of topic model evaluation and a broader research agenda on this
research problem.
While this work has focused on evaluating the topic models themselves, we're now moving
downstream to a much larger-scale task and scenario-based evaluation, where we directly
measure how the topic models improve the ways end users find, discover, and learn interesting
and useful information. Protocol development for user interface testing is discussed in Section
VI.
Citations for our publications follow:
Newman, Noh, Talley, Karimi, Baldwin. "Evaluating Topic Models for Digital Libraries."
To appear, Joint Conference in Digital Libraries, Surfers Paradise, Australia, June 21-25,
2010.
Newman, Lau, Grieser, Baldwin. "Automatic Evaluation of Topic Coherence." To appear,
NAACL HLT: Human Language Technologies: The 11th Annual Conference of the North
American Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics, June 1–6, 2010.
Newman, Karimi, Cavedon. "External Evaluation of Topic Models." Fourteenth
Australasian Document Computing Symposium, University of NSW, 4 December, 2009.
(Winner of Best Paper Award).
III.

Content Based Image Retrieval and Organization

Under the auspices of a two-year graduate student fellowship funded through this grant award,
Patrick Paczkowski, in the Department of Computer Science at Yale, is conducting research on
the application of topic modeling to content based image retrieval and organization. He is using
data sets from the Yale Arts Libraryʼs Visual Resources Collection for his research. An abstract
for his Official Graduate Student Talk follows:
With the growth of digital media, and, in particular, electronically stored visual data
collections (e.g. photographs, drawings, sketches), there has been a large demand for
effective methods of organization and retrieval of this data. With text corpora, one can
tag each document by extracting a small number of frequently occurring, significant
words from that document, and then use these tags as means to compare documents to
one another. However, doing the equivalent with images is much more difficult, as no
straightforward method exists to concisely describe an image, nor is it even clear what
the equivalent of a "significant word" would be.
As part of a larger project sponsored by the Institute of Museum and Library Services,
we have been exploring topic modeling to organize large image datasets and to facilitate
and improve both browsing and retrieval of these images. As a representative
application -- one where large libraries of images, along with a significant user demand
for effective searching, exist -- our focus is specifically on images pertinent to
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architectural design. Originally devised for text corpora, topic modeling allows
documents in a dataset to each be concisely represented by a probability distribution
over a set of latent variables, or "topics." The input to the topic model is the standard
"bag-of-words" representation for a collection of documents. Each generated topic has a
probability distribution across these words, and each document has a distribution of
topics from which it was generated. This distribution acts as a signature for a document,
and can be used to efficiently compare any two documents to one another.
In this talk, I will demonstrate a framework we have constructed to extract visual words
from images, loosely corresponding to architectural elements present within the image.
By observing certain properties of architectural elements that can be detected within an
image, we are able to construct an effective visual vocabulary for describing the images
in our datasets, generating the input to the topic models. I will also report on numerous
topic modeling experiments we have performed, and different ways I have attempted to
effectively represent and visualize these topics. I will conclude with an overview of the
next steps we plan to take in this project, such as testing the effectiveness of our
approach and developing a suitable user interface.
IV.

Topic Modeling Toolkit

A key deliverable for this project is a toolkit to enable libraries, museums, and digital humanists
to apply topic modeling to their own collections. We have made significant progress in
developing a module of the toolkit – a browser to display and label topics for use in software
applications or in research. The browser is developed on the LAMP (Linux, Apache HTTP
Server, MySQL, and PHP) platform for easy deployment. The browser builds upon scripts
developed by Newman.
The first iteration of the browser was developed and deployed at Yale to allow undergraduate
and graduate students hired as research assistants for the project to label topics learned from
the metadata and full text collections. These topic labels are being used in user interfaces
developed for the project, as discussed in Section V.
A second iteration of the browser was developed at Yale, incorporating feedback from the
student research assistants. It was tested and evaluated at UMich.
A third iteration will be developed incorporating feedback from project team members, as well as
additional functionality and features to be determined.
V.

User Interface Development

Ultimately, the usability of topic models for information-seeking tasks depends upon their ability
to help users discover relevant resources and learn useful or interesting information. To that
end, we are developing user interface applications that implement topic models and assessing
the usability of these applications, as discussed in Section VI.
During this reporting period, Yale developed a single-tier browse application for metadata topics
(VRC), and UMich developed a two-tiered browse application for metadata topics (HART) and a
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faceting application for full text topics (HathiTrust). Application development is reviewed in
further detail below.
VRC Browse Application
The Yale Arts Library Visual Resources Collection (“VRC”) consists of images digitized from
slides, licensed from vendors, and contributed by faculty and students. The collection is heavily
used in teaching, learning, and research. The online collection supports a standard set of
features: free-text search across all fields, advanced Boolean search on specific fields, the
ability to navigate the results (e.g., using facets), and user empowerment functionality (e.g., to
add tags or to create groups).
The application is implemented as a near duplicate of the production instance of the VRC
interface. In order to incorporate the data, the following steps were taken:




The output from the topic model software was imported to a centralized database that
handles the VRC image search data.
The topic model data was linked to the records using a primary key that the topic model
software used and a foreign primary key that the VRC database uses.
The web interface was put together in two parts.
o A page lists all the topics that are available for the VRC collection
o When clicking on a link on the first page the following page lists all the images for
the topic. The listing is done in descending order of relevance to the topic.

The application is available at: http://images.library.yale.edu/digitalcollections/IMLSTopics.aspx
HathiTrust Facet Application
The HathiTrust Facet Application is implemented as a near duplicate of the production instance
of the HathiTrust metadata catalog. The underlying software is a heavily modified version of the
VuFind system, further modified to store, display, and facet on topics for the volumes modeled.
Creating the Facet Application required several stages of development and deployment:








	
  

Create a copy of the existing catalog software
Create a new back-end data store (in our case, a Solr instance) and modify its schema
to reflect the addition of topics
Clean up the topic labels provided to remove junk and duplicates, normalize
capitalization, etc.
Create a mapping of volumes to records (see below) and extract the resulting record set
Build programs to add topics and topic labels in several forms to the records
Add the modified records to the datastore
Modify the application to provide searching and display of topics and disable
unwanted/confusing functionality
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The Facet Application, like the HathiTrust catalog, provides an interface at the "record" level; a
single record may, if it's a journal, represent many individual volumes. This additional level of
abstraction has had two notable effects:



The total number of records in the Facet Application is 18,881, reflecting that several
volumes are often attached to a single record.
The topics associated with a record in the Facet Application (for purposes of search,
faceting, etc.) consist of the union of all facets for all volumes attached to that record.

The application is available at: http://topics.catalog.hathitrust.org/
HART Browse Application
The History of Art Visual Resources Collection ("HART") digital collection consists of images
digitized from slides, books, journals, and prints as well as digital images licensed from vendors,
original digital photography donated by faculty, and images provided by other UMich visual
resources collections. These online collections typically support a standard set of features: freetext search across all fields, advanced Boolean search on specific fields, and the ability to
navigate the results. Each record can present an asset and/or descriptive record information.
In order to better organize topics for this particular application, Newman applied a second
clustering algorithm to the topics learned by the model. The first tier of the browse application
consists of clusters of topics; the second tier consists of topics. To incorporate this data:






The record and asset data was cloned to a separate collection (hart4topics). This
allowed us to isolate any changes required to interlink the data with the topic/cluster
data.
The topic/cluster data was loaded into this collection.
Some data was post-processed for better performance.
The application supporting the online collection was extended to support browsing
records by topic and/or cluster. The goal was to re-use as much of the existing
application as possible.
The collection templates were modified to focus navigation on topics and clusters; e.g.
free-text search links were removed.

The application is available at: http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/i/image/image-idx?c=hart4topics
VI.

User Interface Testing

In order to assess the usability of the applications described in the preceding section, we have
begun to prepare to conduct extensive user interface testing. User testing will help us to better
understand (1) the value of topics in information-seeking tasks and (2) the strengths and
weaknesses of the particular applications we have chosen to develop. These preparations are
discussed in further detail below.
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Morae Usability Software Installation
Yale University Libraryʼs Usability and Assessment program has experience using Morae
Usability Software to assess the usability of interfaces for library collections (e.g., the Libraryʼs
next generation catalog based on the VuFind system). We will use Morae to conduct moderated
and unmoderated user interface testing of our applications. Moderated testing is conducted oneon-one and allows for in-depth discussion with users. Unmoderated testing allows for tests to be
delivered efficiently to a broad audience. At Yale, Morae Recorder will be installed on
workstations in the Usability department for use in moderated testing. Additional licenses will be
installed on public workstations in the Bass Library (the undergraduate library) and the Arts
Library for use in unmoderated testing. At UMich, Morae Recorder was installed on one standalone, dedicated workstation for test development and training. Morae Observer was installed
on a PC laptop that will be used to ingest the recordings for analysis. Additional Morae Recorder
licenses will be installed on dedicated public workstations for use in unmoderated testing.
In addition to installing and testing Morae, we have developed an application for use in
unmoderated testing to provide a study description and consent form, to facilitate the distribution
of incentives, and to collect data for the study. Desktop Support Services at UMich will develop
a similar application based on what was developed at Yale.
User Interface Testing Protocols
The overarching goal for user interface testing is to assess and to discover ways to improve
upon the usability and usefulness of topic models for information-seeking tasks. More
specifically, we ask the following questions:



Browse Application: Are topics useful as categories for browse in information-seeking
tasks?
Faceting Application: Are topics useful for narrowing a search in information-seeking
tasks?

We are working closely with staff and students with domain expertise to develop scenarios that
approximate real information-seeking tasks and to elicit feedback on our test scripts through
pilot testing. Pilot testing will continue at both institutions through the end of April.
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